SECRETARY OF GOVERNMENT

PROGRAMMING FOR PEACE IN SANTOS – AUG/2017

As a member of the International Mayors for Peace Network, the city of Santos has a permanent commitment to fight for nuclear disarmament and for the spread of the culture of peace around the world.

Our commitment this year took place during the month of August, in various parts of the city, concomitantly with the 9th Mayors for Peace General Conference held at our sister city, Nagasaki. In the period between July 30 and August 14, we had the pleasure of sending two young men to participate in the "Youth Exchange for Peace - Hiroshima and Peace" (Lucas Fernandes Alberto) and the "International Youth Conference for Peace in the Future - Hiroshima 2017 (Victor Augusto Mendes)

August 9

Schedule: 10:00 am - Delivery ceremony of the Restoration of the Sculpture of the Plastic Artist Tomie Otake in the "Day of the Fight for Nuclear Disarmament" - official calendar of the city.
Participation of the Mayor of Santos, Mr. Paulo Alexandre Barbosa.
Location: Emissary Programming: Solemnity; typical dances; minute of silence; pronouncements of authorities; symbolic embrace of the Japanese Immigration Monument; delivery of Tsurus by AJS, by students of the Total School Program, of the Genésio and São Judas Nuclei; unveiling of the plaque officiating the delivery of the restoration of the sculpture of the plastic artist Tomie Otake.
*Open to the public
Time: 2:00 pm - **Tusurus workshop with soccer players from the SFC (professional team).**
Location: CT Rei Pelé (Training Center Rei Pele)
Programming: Volunteers from the Japanese Association of Santos (AJS) teach the concept and steps for folding tusurs to Santos Futebol Clube's players: Renatinho and David Braz during a press conference.
* Only for press / with live broadcast by Santos TV -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gg1Kd7fyiv4
Time: 19:30 - Event "Day of Promotion of Peace in Support of Nuclear Disarmament"
Venue: Auditorium 201 - Dom Idílio Soares Campus / Catholic University of Santos (Unisantos)
Programming: Lectures - 
"Restorative Justice as Public Policy and Interinstitutionality"’, with the teachers of the
Municipal Secretary of Education (SEDUC) Liliane Claro de Rezende and Selma de Lara;
"The Use of Nuclear Energy Throughout History"’, with Professor Unisantos, Reinaldo Lopes
Martins;
Chronological photographic exhibition on the bombing of the cities of Nagasaki and Hiroshima;
*Open to the public
Participation of the Santista participant of the International Youth Conference for Peace in the
August 10
Time: 21:45 - Football match between Santos X Atlético Paranaense - for the Copa Libertadores de América
Location: Estádio Urbano Caldeira - Vila Belmiro
Programming: Delivery of 16 thousand tsurus donated by the NGO 72 thousand Tsurus for Peace, by volunteers of the Japanese Association of Santos (AJS) to the public present at the stadium; Minute of silence in honor of the victims of the atomic bomb in Hiroshima and Nagasaki (sister city of Santos).
* Tickets at Vila Belmiro
Participation of the Mayor of Santos, Mr. Paulo Alexandre Barbosa.

http://www.imgrum.org/user/santosfc_infos/3231257117/1578636929355105868_3231257117
August 16-18
Education Week - Municipal Secretary of Education (SEDUC)
Programming: The program includes, in 2017, the 1st Forum of Culture of Peace and Nonviolence, with the participation of the international speaker Mr. David Adams, precursor of the culture of Peace in the world.

http://www.santos.sp.gov.br/?q=noticia/899077/especialista-em-cultura-de-paz-visita-o-pa-o-municipal
http://www.santos.sp.gov.br/?q=noticia/899017/semana-da-educa-o-inicia-nesta-quarta-feira
http://www.boqnews.com/colunas/papo-com-david-adams/
http://www.oabsantos.org.br/galeria/547-visita-david-adams-dia-21-de-agosto/

Participation of the Municipal Secretary of Education Mr. Carlos Motae of the Young Santista Herbert Santo de Lima, participant of the Youth Exchange for Peace Program - Hiroshima and Peace - 2016.
Paula Quagliato
International Affairs Office
Santos City Hall